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Abstract 3l 1. " "WAR

S A ulti-mode. feet-samplina, quadrupole mass MCKR0"l71.t ton)
oictroaeter was flown on shuttle. The Instrument at I MR I VP

m~easured the neu tral and positive Ion com posittion I -. ............. I -..... I --------- I -------- I -------- I

and densities as well s the vehicle potential. 0 0.60 O.K 1.31 1.60 1.92 stcooss

The spectrometer also was able to distinguish the I VD I

ambient neutral/ion species from the contaminants 1a NZIMAKO

by separating them in an energy analysis mode. The a[rams

plasma measurements showed relatively large amounts V- "e VIRSMILO1

of "20 and i30 Ion that were created In the water P (  * - t " s
vapor cloud surrounding the spacecraft. Plasma de- N% (Pam& 1- IQ *iqi eas-- 10 s/s~ee

pletions of about an order of magnitude occurred a 1. 2. . 6. 7. 6. 12-67.11 P$0. 1 'SO
during VCS firings. Examples of vehicle potential 12-., 23-32. 0, %. 1Ti ,50. 11 45C. l'-wiw, VA AT o2.5 VOLTS

measurements performed by sitting on the 0+ and M ]. . . 30. 1. . ,0. 32

also the NO
+ 
peak vhile applying a stepped retarding 16. 24. 30. 32. 56. 16. 14. 21. 30. 32

potential are shown. Neutral species measurements 16. 2. .0, 32. 56. 16. 16. 26. 30. 32
Indicated the major contaminants were water vapor 16. 2. 30. 32. %. 16. 2B. 30. 32

: and helium. The quantity of vater vapor detected VP (0)

ve.s s time correlated directly with the temporal 51 e sa ss 16 am sitn V& ,mon -4.15 To .7.S1 voLs is 32

variation of spacecraft temperature. Helium was siEs

in excessive amounts throughout the flight. The VP (NO.)

tise dependent characteristics of the backcattered Siv s mAss 30 as swips V& poop -. DS To -1250 vo.'$ tm 32

exhaust products from the O4S and VCS firings wore MOS

accurately measured. The major exhaust products OK-2 (MuiTma.s)

were N2, H20 and N2. The largest return flux a a

came from the VCS's located on the spectrometer ........ .......... ..... .-

pointing side. The concentrations of heavy masses 0 V. 63XSON
(greater than SO a u) were small. VR 1. 2. . 6. 7. , 12- , T1 SO. TI '50

n 1i 2. 4. 6. 7. . 1247. 1 '-50. TI 50-- v5 AT *0.1"
Introduction vots 're 1-4 amu ho #2.5 vo.vs Pon 12-67 a.

..----.- \ A versatile ion/neutral quadrupole omas apec-

trometer was designed and developed In-house by the gram consists of 6' separate, son-retarded (HI) mass

Cotpcsition Branch of the Air force Geophysics Lab- measurements followed by 25 retarded (1) selected

oratory to measure the gaseoas and plasma environment mass measurements which. In turn. are followed by

around the Space Shuttle. This report briefly de- 39 non-retarded high resolution (9R) measurements.

ocribes the instrumentation, the various modes of The final 64 *tepe of the Ion sode consist of two

operation. the data acquisition program and then vehicle potential (VP) sweeps to determine shuttle
presents some of the data obtained while operating potential. Dell time In each step is 10 millisec-
in the neutral and !Dn modes. Measurements are pre- onds resulting In an ion mode program period of
sented of thruster firings, water dumps, energetic 1.92 seconds.

backscatter phenomena, the temporal behavior of con- _

tazlnants, the plasma environment'a modiflcatlon by In the first 64 Ia steps of mode 1, positive

cortami.ants, Ionospheric irregularities and vehicle ions of all energies are allowed to pass through

potential mesoiromento.
-  the grid system for mao analysis of ions between 1

and 67 smu Including two total Ion steps for masses
System De.cription greater than 50 am. Tbe next 25 mass ampies are

set on expected contaminant masses. During this

A sore complete description of the instruments- period. a retarding voltage (Vr) of +2.5 volts to

tion is given elsewhere.
1  

The instrument can operate applied to a grid to remove the low energy contan-

In either of two program modes that are controlled inant iont which travel with the shuttle from the

by uplink comands to the shuttle. In mode I poal- energetic ambient Ione which move at relative apace-

tive Ion measurements are *ode, and in mode 2 neutral craft velocity. The difference between the retarded

gas aeaoiresents are performed. Mass programs for and mom-retarded measurements defines the shuttle

the two modes are given In Table 1. The mode 1 pro- contaminants. for this scheme to work properly the
Instrument aperture muat point into ram, I.e., along
the shuttle's velocity vector. The following 39

ateps or high resolution (MR) mode were set up to
-- - etasure equatorio ionospheric irreguarities with

higher spatiel r solution by increasing the *sapling

Is~porwisory f.yalciat. Aoronaoy Division rat* of selected fon$. r *fl xmple, for mass 16
i 1jactroice Engineer. Aeronomy Division (Ot), the sptial resolution s 600 maters. All

)Aerospce Igineer. Aeronomy Division bias** for this period are the bassa in the first.

tscareice tngiveer. Aeronomy Diviion 66 0 step. Tw lost 64 VP *top@ were programed

5t~qthoaticon. Spes bets Analysis Laboratory to measue vehl:le potential when the .o8truoet to
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pointed io the ra directiom. 2%0 Spectrmeter to w
fimd on 16iam(04) low t2 stoeand them 30 a
(NO-) for 32 steps. FrO. the V, gidiso ste"pped
from -4.45 volts to + 7.91 volts sand foe W. from GM. CUORUT
-6.05 to 412.S0 vlts. Mei mode makes a"s of the go
fact that the shuttle velocity to constat at about P3USSUR
S kilometers per second so that the energy Is elec-
trovkvolts of the incouing ions Is equal to .me
third the mass number In NM. Therefore. for a ms
zero volt shuttle potential, the 0* current should
start to decrease to magnitude at VC a 45.33 volts
and for No* at *i0 volts.

The neutral mode consists of two groups of6
measurements. The first group measures masse: be-
tween I and 67 emu plus two steps for total ions 1"0.s
greater than S0 emu, all in the sn-retarded (112)
mode. The sm measurements are *ad* for the second
group of 64 but with a retarding potential of 2.5.

for ram conditions, the difference between the re-

toddadnon-retarded measurements Identifies the
contaminant species.

For all operating modes, the Ion current to a Wr' wee so4

sampling grid Is measured before the Ions enter the vasutToss

quadrupole filter. The measured grid currents re-
late to the ambient ion densities in thme Ion mode ?IS. 1 ton source pressure versus measured grid cur-
and to the ion source pressor* In the neutral mode rent for nitrogen (l9i).
which, In turn, can be used to determine ambient and
contaminant densitis. Contaminant neutral species (Density Monitor) can be multiplied by 2 x 1013 ions
concentrations are much more difficult to obtain im- sp -1 to obtain total Ion density to within a
and require the use of complex scattering programs factor of two for ran conditions. Ilormaliasion to
like SPACE 2 to Interpret the measurements. The other plasma density measurements on the spacecraft
spatial resolution of the grid current measure- will Increase the accuracy of this factor. The out-
ments is S0 meters; however, It Is only limited by put of the Ion species my then be scaled to the to-
the sampling rate available on shuttle. tal number density to obtain species concentrations.

The Instrument was mounted such that It was Neutral Mode Measurements
looking horizontally' over the right witng but pitched
upward 12* from the right wing or y-axis. The In- Thruster Firing Effects
strument's field of view was a 20* Pone for Ions and Eg~ iig rdc infcn atra

abot 2. fr nutrls.tions of light, particle@ and gfase. With up to
Data Acquisition Program 40.000 engine burns _over a typical flijht, &s-

_____ ificant disturbance occurs about once every ii see-
over the entire perioo of the _Spaiiehuttlers. ends on average, each with varying duration. To

flight the instrument was commanded am 158 times circumvent this problem, various experimenters have
with data gathering periods varying from as short obviously requeted the engles@ be Inactivated dur-
as 5 minutes to as long as 45 minutes over orbits ing their measurements. The eass spectrometer has
spanning from Rev. 3.6 to 9A. 9. There were four the capability to characterize the exhaust gas prod-
data gathering programs: 1) all ion; 2) all neutral; uets and their return fluxes.
3) 5 ale. neutral - 5 ain, ion; end 4) 5 ale. neu-
tral - 5 ale. Ion - the remainder neutral. The see- Figures 2 and 3 present sample measurements from

a urements were further programmed around engine fir- orbit 4.6 token at night near -27' latitude with the
Inge, water dumpe. studies of Ionospheric Irregular- Instrument's angle of attack at 90' and the shuttle
Ities, and other events. The vacuum cap was opened flying In an airplante mode. The Interesting features
on orbit 3.0 and closed on orbit 94.9 sealing the of orbit 4.6 are the measured gas return fluxes from
Instrument.* the vernier and OHS-4 burs. for all three cases, the

pressure pulses are about 10 6 tort, and in a metter
Neutral Pressure and lon Density Conversion Factors of 1-2 seonds after engine shut down, all levels are

back to normal ("ea Figure 4). The three maOrT ent-
The measurements are presented In terms of me- line exhaust products are 3, 3120 and 112 with rala-sured currents versus Mission Elapsed Tim (MIT) in tive cencentrations of 0.6, 0.3 sad 0.1, respectively

*econdo. For the neutral mode, species preseures for the OKS-4 burn. Per the first vernier pressure
and densities have not yet beer calculated because pulsethe relative concentratioms are 0.11, 0.S1 and
the spacecraft attitude data are not finalized. Pig- 0.38 snd for the second 0.11. 0@36 and 0.53, rosec-
ure I gives a grid current-to-ton source Pressure tively. There do sot appear to be any significant
conversiont curve for nitrogen 02i) S which #*et- amounts of CO or 02 is the raern fluw. Disregard-
ally can be used to obtain a rough estimate of In- isg the abosne of 00 and Oft. the eupected sad a-
ternal (ton source) pressures. (The gas compoition sured relative compeltis of the vermier exhaust
ost be taken Into account for an accurate pressure products compete fairly well, while the oS flo I*
deterination.) For the ion mode, the grid current clearly rich Is 11. This behavior may be due to the

larger molecular sattering ef ficencmy of Alehic



As interesting swat occurred to owhit 5.6, ap-
Patently the directed flux of ambliest species lepert-

* ad emo energy to the shuttle eosemats Ibroo
elastic collisoss. ?"wer 5 presents the Measured

Ol sd Us costemimants *salesa a broad. bell-shaped
factor of 2.5 while 320 exhibit@ a factor of about

";'y ~ ~ '-I Icrease. In sharp contrast. Us mirrors the 320
'~.' :s%:,~," ~behavior. Both the retard end a-rotard 3R20 and

5~~0 sMasurements are presented Is Figure 14. It Is
reges~al vted chat the retard current rises dramatically and

is almost equivalent to the son-regurd current at the
*'F'.... 30 peek. This pattern does not occur for Be and io-

j...~ : '~4V'. plies that a a11igni lnt pcenGtase of the iscomings
320 flux had 9"lies In seess of 2.5 ev. The only1 .. ma-c Dun" know way this could happen is through elastic col'

NUTR~AL amo lisions with ambient species. Perhaps. also, the
*~-, , * mbient flux Is grazing the densest portion of the

sutgassing layer to produce a large backscattered

fig. 2 Orbit 6.6 measurements of P2. 320 and the flux. The decrease It Be may occur If the principal
pressure monitor exhibiting the effects of source region was downstream from the mes spectro&-
the Vernier and OHlS burns. - ~ ~ -l..

Ir

fig. 3 Orbit '.6 measurements of hydrogen@hws 1

U I.A

W 102 0-s
a Po-+W

Fig. £Prtessure monitor output for orbit 4.6 at the 3.1 44'I
full l00 gsapleo per second data rate shoe- li NY 14" M.' 0 q14
in& the OHS-4 bure. Disregard vertical lies16*.0i a. .

I" the current output.

must be osattered forward free a plum, directed to Fig. 3 Water vapor end helium conealsients measured
the rear of the spacecraft. to the case of the ver- Do orbit 5.4 dsnstratiug the helium sitre
slots, the return flu* is detected malnly Iran the Ias of the pressure bulge ad the lacreone
vernfero located on the apectlsm~etre pointing Olde. of $10 currents Is the retard Made.



stte: s uch that the Ilesca 1b *washed" Sme from pressure meliter des sot reflect the 111 rise. be-
the mass spectremeter. Piom 23.340 s*eods NUT om- came ether species at A. U. 30. 32 sod " nine were
til the end of the measurement# there werto angile* mre flat ead deaimatieg. PTw distinct Lucross
f irings. an water dmps and basically sothing toew as e on the pressure smitter. sand these are all
explain this behavior. The Only variable was the directly associated with VCI firing.
instrument attack angle whichi amoothly end slowly
Increased monotonically by only So. Other apeies Average Flight Vehavlor of Neutral Species
like the Ti measurements for ions greeter than 5O
sou show a response similar to Se while ease 16 (0) To datevuime possible treads In the neutral ape-
Is similar to the 320 behavior. Kore study is te- cie throughout flight, the several hundred or so
iuired of the complex collisional scatterigg pro- moos pcir. currants over a particular ran. were simply
cesses to explain these mseasurements. avereagt. .o an point and plotted versus a mean lET.

Flight perturbation events. naotrumant angle of at-
Measurements During Water Dumps tack and in fact, all other parameters or corrections

were completely disregarded. Rather than ahow all
A supply water dump of 124 lbs at an average the species we shall concentrate on shuttle contan-

dump rate of 158 lb/hr occurred between 2S,920 and maests and the iom source pressure excursions. The
31,74.0 seconds, MET. Within this same time period, two dominant contaminants were U20 and Re. Whereas
a waste water dump of 63 lbs at a dump rate of 130. 320 can cause bath Instrumental degradation as wall
lb/hr took place between 29.160 and 31,200 seconds as measurement perturbations, epecially In the in-
MIT. Neutral mode measurements were ade after the frared. Re Is rather benign. Figure 7 presents the
start of the wager dumps between 29,620 and 29.860 plot of the average 320 behavior throughout flight

*seconds on orbit 6.7. The B20 and pressure monitor with superimposed spectrometer sensor temperature
outputs for orbit 6.7 are shown In Figure 6 along measurements. The correlation between the 320 and

*with a plot of the VCS firings. The Instrument's temperature profiles is remarkable. The more than
*attitude or attack angle Is about lOS' (toward wake), two orders of magnitude variation in the 3120 output

The water vapor output Increased by about a factor of certainly cannot be caused by the sensor outgseing
8 froz the beginning to the end of the run and say be over the tampe rature range 'of only about 5-23'%.
associated with the water dump. The relatively flat --

SAP

I'm ri

via

asis214o22 t5 2182C 26090 ?1g. 7 The average 92 currents and sensor temper-
______________________________ature measurements throughout flight. Note

________________________________the striking similarity in these two param-
Otero.

*1 [ __ ____ ___ ____ ___The sensor, however, had an active temperature con-
troller while thermistors placed throughout the

W: ~ pellet, although showing Identical profiles, had
' '" temperature excursions to at least 100% at the

peaks. Thus, It Is probable that the 320 Output
* Is directly reflecting the temperature-induced out-

5*a-" gassing of spacecraft surfaces. tn the neutral *ode
* . the inetrusent bee almost a 2% field of view and

-A stestial outface &roea in front of the instrkiment
ths al accte a diretterean flux from ubt

Adetermination iftoe lx s tobeing attempted
gsing the SPaCt 2 compater code. It Is. therefore,

difficult at the pteser't time to determine the water
-4's4,a vapo? coacentratiefts near the shuttle from the New-

II :1 .MAIc Soda GVOGeurinnt6. IN fact. 0s 4iacM6ssed be-
Jr, low WWI S ne he leemd* sGuternents. it soy turn

-.- A ---- AI Ott to Is ealer votes the plasmo "esurements of
Figt. A Water vapor weasuroeence during water dumps 0 . aO and aOnd &he 60001:10"d t*"n*O%*Culo

and VCS firings, roese as to eastuist* 2 teatentrattiss Never-



theless. the spacecraft tempetatures, dtich very tsrr is estimted. Further, game of the TZ signal
considerably throughout the shuttle. *amn to be a my result fram Ier source *utgassims. AlI this
significant controlling factor to the inter vapor imformtioa points to very lsw gas coacentrations
onvirorneont. Although requiring future confirms- for the heavy mascue.
tion, It appears that the early tines 320 concentra-
tions and those tear the two peaks between 60.000 Tiguret 10 proaents the average grid currents.
and 210.000 seconds my prove to be deleterioua to Voing the calibration curve in Figure 1. the over&$*
certain IR measurements. ion source pressures are generally between IV to 7.5

a 106 torr with a downward trend with tie. The ion
Belium is also a significant contaminant over source never attained ambient pressures (- 6 a 10-8

tie whole flight as seen In figure 0. For the most torr) even in wake samplng attitudes. This is not
pert, the helium currents span the range from 10-10 surprising since it takes about a week or so for
to 6 a 10-9 amps or roughly A x 10-9 to 2.3 3 l07 clesn, satellte to fully deasa. Much of the data
torr. The maximum ambient He ran pressure is about wuse taken In non-ram (high attack angle) conditions
6 x 10-9 torr or 1.5 x i10 aps, so that most of so that a significant portion of these pressures was
the He Is due to shuttle, especially since most of due to outgassing species.
the measurements were not made in raw. To achieve
Hie pressures up to 2 x 10-7 torr In the spectrometer
requires a very high helium leak rate. " 1

P11U6sua MONITOR

PlguI sre
%

o 1
2 N

% ~ ' 1q

Fig. 8 Average helium currents over the seven day Fig. 10 Average neutral mode grid currents through-
flight. out flight.

Average currents for the total ions (TI) greater ton Mode Measurements
than 50 snu measurements are shown In Figure 9. The
current range Is about I x 10-10 to 2 % 10-9 amps. Contamination and Thruster Firing 'fecta
There are Indications of Inc-eases at the tempera-
ture peaks. The TZ nods Is about 40 times more an- ,I Sure 11 thows daytime measurements at 298.5 km

upon the ionization cross sections for the heay; 5.4. The e output Is depressed because the instru-

masses, a TI>50 anu gas pressure of less than 10 n ent'e attack angle uase high, varying from 33* to
~, ,, while the Instrument's unimpeded fieold of view

Ua20' cone. The 820+ Ions are produced from the
rapd hagetransfer reaction, 0+4 B20. H2040.

For ram conditions In orbit 3.6 (not s~hcwn), the
3204/0* ratio was about 10Z. In orbit 5.6 this ratio

Ti~gAUUwas unity and greater and the %20* currents are lft
larger than the 3.6 orbit values probably due to the
lox greater daytime 0* concentrations. The 820+ out-

put does not exhibit a strong dependence on the at-

I 4* " .:,, ~ to thermal distribution since there is essentially no
momentum transfer In the above reaction. In Fkgure
it11 the N30* currents are about equal to and then

-f exceed the 0* currents as the angle of attack becomes
larger. figure 12 shows th est orb~lt 5.' measure-

:1 I ments but compares the 30 0end H9 0 outputs. The
ff 10+ ions are produced fro the 32 * 10 i*H 40*.1. * , aPS . p .,~ , 3 fat racton. he 930currents aleo rise with

Increasing attack angle an their relatively latge
I=. 11103 I=...1M. M M.am.ra.wor-M. conContrstions are indicative of significant 1420'a' pressores around the spacecraft. we are in the pro-

Fgt. 9 Current ovestes for TI >50 amu throughout case of using these measurement* and the ion-mtolecule
the flight. reactions to deduce neutral "20 concentrations.



__________________________ £f$rditiein. ghO wes a dia Si va prductio, of
lo Su or S the deplete o ls. meet of
daebe met let bees gamin"d to determine

doe total snber of tbruater firing masuraets;
haw--er, amother example Is shovs Is figure 12 for
orbit '9.7. This particular run was chosen because
It also damooatratee the much stronger sogle of
attack idependence, of the Was spectrometer output
an 0* than on the density monitor output.

etU5ITT 01OWITOA

400.

Fig. 11 Orbit 5.4 daytime measurements of 0. ift am. ~
H 20 +and the density monitor. The instru-
sent's attack angle varied from 33* to 38'.

IdU

16 NI 41 ,Iwr

"300a

2, 21A M. no &S AN.$s 4-2u100

Fig Orbi 49. .6sre t of0 n teda

SquaGoll nsheri IrregularitiUes
Fig.ig 12 Orbit 9.7 measurements ofmla to aigud the1e,

atac -egedens 0 th oandt a20 +vutuilaon
__________________________a ther3Tee uatr foritg efsecttl. lwd o

withthedensty on~or. ossromete f euatori alsradF h Ionospheric Irglrte

Theme measurements in Figures 11 and 12 deo**- ledge vith an unstable snar t gadn is fred.o

"aenot only the effects Of water vapor contain- plans depletions are generated within the ledge
nation but oleo of thruster burns. The several which thean rise. forming Instabilities free the

depletions in the vicinity of 23,210 and 23.270 base of the y region up to - 1000 In. These
oecznda MrT are due to VCS firings. TMe density 'plms' of 'bubble*' are often seen between outset
ionitor shows plasa depletion* as large so a factor Sed Sunrise at equatoriaitudes and Can cagUSe 'Ap
of ton. as als. reflected by the 0* and W* outputs. to $02 outages of US? tranoalsaions. Massurementa of

Although not shovn here, reactions with the exhaust ana2. ssrnihtmpoio robt246Te

96600 vere alSO measured. iecificellY. there Vera lastirwsat was in the r position for the entire
N ai #No od ON* enhacesentsa dre by 0* * N2  pass. Figure 16 shovs th:e@, N+ ad density most-

* 4 0. 0*+X N * #Poari 0 *%.O N*. e." Outputs for orbit 26.6. Tetotal tea density
On the.1 ther to.l 50 shoved a depletion, mainly averaesa shot S a 105 In"a 13 before the d4ple,
stauve th neutral30 concentrations were already time. Toe greatest depletis to about 106 soee

large (comparable to the engine exhaust 320), and,

6



*0 0

Fig. 14 Orbit 24.6 measurements of 0. U* and the Fig. 15 Similar to Figure I4 but replacing the N*
density monitor shoving regions of lone- output vith the 120 measurements.
spheric Irregularities near the equator. - - - =_ -_ - - . .

cm-3 or a factor of 30 down from ambleat. only
one sample per second of the denaity montor's 100
sample per second output in plotted In Figure 14. to
It is. therefore. possible in the future to expand
the region of the depletions for higher spatial
resolution and to obtain density power fluctuation to'
spectra by FF7. We have no euplanation at this
time for the large fluctations In the 0* signals.
since the density monitor is relatively mooth. fi'
The rise In density at the end of the run is due to -.

sunrise.

Figure 15 shows the same orbit 24.6 measurements
except that the 920 +output replaces the N 4 output.
h nC 'o ratio is about 22 and is fairly constant 10'
over the 42.-5 minute run implying a constant 120 coa-
centration over this period. The 1120* 10 ratio was
about 102 on orbit 3.6; therefore, the 120 concen- 10*14. Ta. 4.. 40 M C,,.,
tration was about a factor of 5 less for orbit 24.6 ' ' '

since this ratio shoulf be directly proportional to r p.$
the 1120 concentration.

Vehicle Potential Measurements

Figure 16 presents samples of the vehicle poten-.1 tial mode of operation from orbit 3.6. The drop-off
In current for 0* occurs at approximately 6.3 volts 10
Indicating a vehicle potential of about -1 volt
since the energy of 04 Ions with taro vehicle poten-
tial would he 5.33 electron volts. Fall-off for
0 occurs at about 11 volts also indicatin a ve-
hidle potential of about -1 volt since the NO energy
is 10 electron volts. Most of the vehicle potential 10
mode data has not yet been reduced so that it is. .

not currently possible to determine the variations
of spacecraft potential with time. 0

Fig. 16 example@ of vehicle potential 08asuement
for ebit 3.6.



The smes spectrowter measurement$%ees prouid- lbs costributoe of the foll ms people to the
04 a wealth of Information. A preliminary esmimeo- sucess of the spectrometer experimoat *re grateful-
tios of just sow of the data led to the following ly acksowlelged: A.S. Mclmermy aOd to-workers, AM;l.
4vserwag loam: 2. Wiltos a coworkers. AMl. .1. Salleathia, hilL;

(a) The largest Important contaminant me water Col. 2.3. Kahl, space Division; C. McDowell. labeed
* vapor and. except for thruster burns and water dwmpe. Missile and Space Co.. B. Sausactovica and J7. oles,

Its quantity seems to be directly controlled by the IL; A. tag and A. Morle. Uortbeastero tUnivereity.
I~eaueo pcerf ufcs This work was funded by the #Atr Force Office of Sci-

tempratre o sycocrft urfaes.entific Research under Task 231003.
(b) Hall=u was a major contaminant throughout

flight with concentrations approaching those of 120. References

(c) The return gas flux due to OHS and VCS 1. A. Warcisi, E. Tracinaki. G. Federico. L. Ulodyka
burns produced pressure pulses of 1-2 z 10-6 torr and D. Delorey. 'Shuttle Mass Spectrometer Mae-
rising immediately with engine Initiation sad falling oureaents. Air force Geophysics Laboratory.ln-
to background levels within a few seconds of engine ternal Report. June 1963.
cut-off. The major engine exhaust products wereX2
320 end H2. The return flux was greatest from the 2. A.S. Narcisi, "Quantitative Determination of the
verniers on the spectrometer pointing side. outgassing Water -spot Concentrations Surround-

Ing Space Vehicles Fran ton Rass Spectrometer
(d) Species with %asses larger than So aum ere 1asUremetsI, Adv. Space lies., Vol.- 2. No. 10.

always In small concentrations. pp 283-286. 19B3.

(a) Measurements of energetic beckacattered 3. S.D. Shawhan and G.R. Murphy. 'Plasma Diagnostics
neutral molecules were made and will aid In under- ?ackage Assessment of the STS-3 Orbit Environment
standing the complex scattering processes. and Systems for Science," presented at the AIMA

21st Aerospace Sciences Meeting, January 10-13.
(f) Neutral measurements during water dumps 1962, Reno Nevada. paper AIM-63-0253.

showed a steadily rising 120 Signal.
A. G.t. Carignan snd I.&. Miller. 'Mass Spectram-

(g) ?&&as depletions, typically as large as a star,' In STS-2.-3,-A Induced Environment Con-
factor of about 10. were observed durilr uae taminatioo Monitor (IECM) Summary Report, 1.3.
firings. Enhancement* of N2 .NO+ and OHl ware mem- Miller, Editor, NASA 7M-65S24. February 1963.
cured during the firings. These Ion species were
crested by Ion molecule reactions between 0+ and the
exhaust gases.

Accessinn For
(h) It Is possible to determine both the chante NTIS GR&and, In the future, concentrations of 120 near the

vehicle from the piasma measurements of the 1120*IO+ DTTC TAB F
ratio and from measurements of N30 +also. Unannwoinced E

Ci) Despite the contamination, It was still
possible to measure accurately Ionospheric Irregu-
lerities and the ambient plasm while in the ram
sampling con!!Suratlon, since the contaminant dis-_________
turbanas w*e small.Dit bu on-

Ci) It was demonstrmted that vehicle potential Aviablt Cder
measurements can be performed using the spectrometer. Aalado

In conclusion. all of the planned meas spectrom- Dist Special.1 eter measurements were acquired. A great deal of
data analysis remains along with comparisons to other
"a sooemntg.3'46 in future flights It would be deair-
able to have many sore roe observaltios spaced prop-
erly throughout flight plus the capability of placing
the spectrometer ont the MS. Such measurements
would he much easier to Interpret.
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